Prospective longitudinal overnight video-EEG evaluation in Phelan-McDermid Syndrome.
Phelan-McDermid Syndrome (PMS) is a rare genetic condition associated with loss of function mutations, including deletions, in the chromosome 22q13 region. This PMS phenotype includes intellectual disability, often minimal to absent verbal skills, and other neurologic features including autism spectrum disorder and seizures. Reports indicate seizures and abnormal electroencephalograms (EEGs) in this population, but previous studies do not describe EEG findings during sleep or prognostic value of abnormal EEG over any time period. During a natural history study, 16 consecutively enrolled participants (mean age 10years) with PMS underwent both routine (approximately 25min) and overnight (average 9.65h) video-EEG, in addition to genetic testing, neurodevelopmental assessment, neurological examination, and epilepsy phenotyping. Over 240h of EEG, data was recorded. Comparison of findings from the routine EEG was made with prolonged EEG acquired during awake and sleep the same night. In a subset of nine participants, the overnight EEG was repeated one or more years later to observe the natural evolution and prognostic value of any abnormalities noted at baseline. A history of epilepsy, with multiple seizure types, was confirmed in seven of the 16 participants, giving a prevalence of 43.8% in this cohort. All but one EEG was abnormal (15 of 16), and 75% (12 of 16) showed epileptiform activity. Of these, only 25% of participants (3 of 12) showed definitive epileptiform discharges during the routine study. Overnight EEGs (sleep included) did not show any clinical events consistent with seizures or electrophic seizures, however, overnight EEG showed either more frequent and/or more definitive epileptiform activity in 68.75% (11 of 16) participants. All seven of the 16 participants who had previously been diagnosed with epilepsy showed epileptiform abnormalities. In addition to a wide range of epileptiform activity observed, generalized slowing with poor background organization was frequently noted. Follow-up EEG confirmed persistence of abnormal discharges, but none of the abnormal EEGs showed evolution to electrographic seizures. Clinically, there was no emergence of epilepsy or significant developmental regression noted in the time frame observed. This is the first and most abundant prolonged awake and sleep video-EEG data recorded in a PMS cohort to date. The importance of overnight prolonged EEGs is highlighted by findings from this study, as they can be used to document the varied topographies of EEG abnormalities in conditions such as PMS, which are often missed during routine EEG studies. While the long-term significance of the EEG abnormalities found (beyond 1year) remains uncertain despite their persistence over time, these findings do underscore the current clinical recommendation that overnight prolonged EEG studies (with sleep) should be conducted in individuals with PMS.